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About This Game

Marooned somewhere in the Pacific Ocean you need to gather the scarce resources you find to try and stay alive in the hopes of
rescue.

Explore, craft and hunt in this first person desert island simulator.

Features:

An open world containing over 30 different islands to explore
Dynamic night/day and weather system

Manage your vitals for thirst, hunger and exposure to the natural elements
Hunt for edible fish, crabs and boar using a spear
Craft various items to help you survive the islands

Use the modular building system to create a home for yourself
Collect water and grow plants to sustain your life

Watch out for sharks lurking in the ocean

Roadmap:

More plants to grow for eating and crafting
Additional depth to the crafting system

Co-operative game mode
Game environment improvements
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Bug crushing and performance improvements
Feedback from the community to help direct and grow the game
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Title: Shimmer
Genre: Adventure, Early Access
Developer:
Zatara Software Ltd
Publisher:
Zatara Software Ltd
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or higher

Processor: Intel Core i3 or higher

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: GTX 770 or higher

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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A really like the demo and bought the game a while ago, I left it there as I think it leverages too much on extremely precision
platforming and puzzles that can end up being frustating because of the above reason. I like the challenge but nearly every single
part of the game is precision platforming (when I say precision I really mean it, nearly at the "pixel" level or you just die and
repeat).

It is a shame as the graphic and characters are brilliant and I would have surely enjoyed it if it was a super mario style game
more than a serie of frustating levels.. Very short, but very well done. Also free! As a prelude to a longer game, it certainly does
its job: I want more!. Definately a fun puzzle game and cheap as well, even under the buck! I finished it in about 1.5 hours but it
can definetly be done quicker as I really wasn't in a rush at all. Recommend it! :). A top tier visual novel,the main route is 100%
while the ones of each indiviadual character are on sale as DLC.
The outstanding visuals,great soundtrack and engaging story make this visual novel one of the best games of it's kind,make sure
you don't miss it.. A great experience that breaks boundaries and norms like someone turned on no-clip.. The game is quite nice.
There is a lot of game options for online matches. You have to wait a little until a 4x4 game is full but that's okay if you have
time. You can view the meta at "shop => library". Negative: Germans and Russians are only obtainable through paid expansion
packs. And these nations are "OP". That makes the game a little "pay to win", however, you can exclude them in online matches
you host. Thats it, have fun!. A beautiful atmospheric puzzle game that, without much back-story, throws you head first into the
weird underground world you must escape from. The puzzle design borders on overly-simplistic (I dont even understand why
there's an in-game hint system you can activate) logic puzzles hidden among the lush scenery that changes the deeper into the
world you go. Game mechanics are simple and straight forward: you fly around and pick stuff up. The puzzle aspect uses these
mechanics very well and to their full force. The story is left open to interpretation (just like all good art) and by the time you
finish the game, you emerge with a sense of satisfaction at having completed your quest for freedom (or not, if you chose "the
other path".) Graphics are beautiful, charming and original (where else will you encounter a giant beating heart with a pace-
maker underground?). Gameplay, while short (only took me about 3 hours from beginning to end), feels perfect for an
adventure puzzler. All in all, a great puzzle game that's lacking slightly in replay value but stands out in visuals and atmosphere..
Feeling nostalgic for Outrun and the 90s? This game will fix you right up.

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1752692657

Songs are punctuated with the audible click of a tape deck snapping shut. You've got guest rivals like Bob Ross, the tofu guy
from Initial D, and even Zubaz managed to sneak in.

The game dodges many of the problems from its precursor games. Crashing into objects is more of an embarrassment than a
soul-crushing defeat and slamming into rival cars can be used to boost your own speed as you continue occupying their
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slipstream. I just love the art style, brilliant spritework will always outshine mediocre polygons.

There's a ton of tiny easter eggs and I don't want to spoil them in this review. Just do yourself a favor and give this game a try..
Beautiful, fluid and unusual.. Completely awful and unplayable. Don't waste your money on this garbage.
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Pretty and quick little test you can enjoy running smoothly.. Is network problem game.. Bought this game for ₹21 did'nt expect
much, but its a good buy for ₹21. Has a lot of glitches and the Achievements are broken. Buy this game only if you dont have
anything to do when you download your games from steam.. Well, I thought that this is going to be a complete shovelware. But
well, despite using the godawful FPS Creator engine and stock assets, it still seemed that dev was there for a proper effort,
putting in a story through cutscenes and using assets logically, instead of just trashing the Steam store. So I guess I can somewhat
respect that, in comparison. Yep, we are that low. Of course since it uses FPS Creator the base gameplay is totally butt and I
don't think that dev was a person who was into FPS core gameplay development. Clunky buggy butty. And of course it still uses
stock assets so it's just bleh.

And it kept crashing or freezing every few levels, kept restarting and reloading.

As in, I still don't think it's enough effort to be on a Steam store. Many devs put many years of effort in order to create a
complete game only to get not enough exposure due to Steam store cluttered with lower effort ones. So eh. So instead of
expected 1/10 it's more like 3/10. Or 2/10.. I cant stop. Playing. Making maps. Playing those maps. Changing something about
said map. Playing again. There isnt much here currently, but for 6.99 cad you cant go wrong. Tons of maps most of them
usermade on the workshop but there are some really well done maps and ideas on there that will keep the wave based gameplay
from getting stale. Hopefully one day we get guns. So i can spam all of the maps ive made with them and make a melony mess..
For those of us who participate and enjoy game jams, this series is an absolute must-watch. For those of you who are aspiring
game designers, here's your introduction into the industry. I have enjoyed every installment that has come out so far. In each
episode, two game developers (you might recognize a few of them) are given a theme and are given 45 hours to make a game
based on that theme. In every case so far, the two members seem to have very different backgrounds and talents. You'll watch
them struggle as they come up with basic game mechanics, visual / audio effects , and work around various bugs that come up
along the way.
It is unfortunate to me that most of the episodes have failed to meet their respected release dates. However, I'll let this slide,
since every episode so far has been well put-together and properly polished into a professional looking product.. The other one
they made is great, this one expects you to break things in a couple spots and that's really not the kind of thing escape rooms do.
Still fun once though, and free so worth a shot.
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